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(57) (57)[ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE]

[gft] [PURPOSE]

A^^^^Pfi^^iS^^tmg It provides the thermometer which is a

?:S,J^"t*5fcfe<7)ft:?aff"Cfco thermometer for measuring the skin epidermis

T\ S'J^B^^I3 (DMM^^RX^ temperature of each location of a human body

MfeW^^^^&MfiiX^ Sffc and can measure the maximum temperature in

?iiif+£rfil#W~ <5 0 measuring time, and the immediate

temperature of measurement.

imfit] [CONSTITUTION]

frffifHitf? y :/p fc° \s^7 4 The reversible thermochromic material layer 2

/VA^(7)Sft 1 O^®±(J0Z:o is printed at one classification in the place

t£E#£frfc^B)f©rt©--E# where the surface of the base plate 1 made

pli^tt^^-^ ^p; y$ViP< from a polypropylene film of the thermometer is

M 2 #\ fdl^E^t-^ "I^ttf* sectioned into two, and the irreversible

—^e-^ p ^ y^i^^M 3 thermochromic material layer 3 is printed at

TOJ£tL~CV^ 0 ^fih<D^M other classification, respectively.

ttXTJ^Wi^ttif^fr^ p 5 y Such reversibleand irreversible thermochromic

^W*$f{±3 4 CC~4 5°C<DU& materials have the characteristic that

tSH'Cii^^J^^'fe^^^^Ii^ color-changes reversibly and irreversibly

^J^t/^FpJi^^^^fe^Stt® respectively to many colors continuously within

Z^-tZo ^Jl^-fiS^lS the temperature range of 34 degree C-45

m<D^UM4^m^Xi^^ degree C.

£r##Wj£/f^tgMI£tti~3 0 At the time of use, it sticks a thermometer on

—^B^^^ii^(DpJ^B^(c pjigi the skin surface of the body using the adhesion

ttf-—^ ? p $ y VUf^M 2 fi material layer 4 of base-plate 1 back-side.

SiJ^gp^coMfc^j^f After fixed-time passage at the time of the

M^L. ^pli^ttf"^^^ p 5 measurement, the reversible thermochromic

yZPifAM 3 ^$0^4* <£>:§: Si ?U material layer 2 presents the color

S^^tj^i^Sfe^r^^f So corresponding to the immediate temperature of

measurement, and the irreversible

thermochromic material layer 3 presents the

4/17/2006 3/28 Copyright (C) 2006 The Thomson Corporation.
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color corresponding to

temperature in measurement.

the maximum

[CLAIMS]

[CLAIM 1]

It equips with the immediate temperature

measurement part and the maximum

temperature measurement part at respectively

diffetent place on the surface of the base

material which does not obstruct heat

conduction, and said base material enables to

stick to the part which should be measured

through the adhesion material layer of the

back-side.

The thermometer characterized by the

above-mentioned.

V-^r? P ? y ttt'&frbte

t£f— p ^ y?tf'$M-imfe

[CLAIM 2]

A thermometer of Claim 1, in which said quick

thermometry part is made up of reversible

thermochromic material, said

maximum-temperature measurement part is

made up of an irreversible thermochromic

material, it color-changes these invertibility and

4/17/2006 4/28 Copyright (C) 2006 The Thomson Corporation.
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&M<Dl}iLlg.$Mfa<DfiLfg%i{klz an irreversible thermochromic material to the

ft L •C^-fei'S w t &W$t t i~ temperature change in the temperature range of

3ff3fc*S 1 ©^?atf0 a measurement request.

[CLAIM 3]

A thermometer, which has the base material

which does not obstruct the heat conduction

accommodated in the exterior case, the quick

thermometry part provided in the surface of this

base material, and the maximum-temperature

measurement part which is made up of a shape

memory alloy accommodated in said exterior

case, it enabled it to stick said base material or

an exterior case on the part which should be

measured through the adhesion material layer

of the back-side.

[DETAILED DESCRIPTION

INVENTION]

OF THE

[0 00 1] [0001]

[INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION]

iBL This invention relates to the thermometer which

j"t~ measures the skin epidermis temperature of a

human body each location.

[0 0 0 2] [0002]

fife*, -£©»5©*M*fc:fett

[PRIOR ART]

There is a mercury meter which it clamps and

uses for a patient's jaw lower-order or under

arm as an irreversible thermometer which

formerly displays the highest body temperature

in fixed measuring time, or a thermometer of an

electronic digital type.

4/17/2006 5/28 Copyright (C) 2006 The Thomson Corporation.
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pli^^^S. Moreover, there are some which have

ff i: LTf4 pji^ttif—^t? p ^ reversible thermochromic material on a base

^^W^Sft±Ctt5t^ plate as a reversible thermometer which

^fo«9. ^<7)S®£#^W5Atf) displays the skin epidermis temperature of

&Jf_hic{i < r t }c i <9 measurement instancy.

^^aiJ^gp^O^j^SS^r^iS By putting this base plate on the skin of a body

^tti*X%^ ^^J&K^HTii each location, it can know the epidermis

Xf4Jfi£T^j£Jff-t(^fL< ^ t }C temperature of the measurement instancy of a

£9, $^gPB#<7>r£?U££P3- body each location, and can know the body

bfcX^&o ^LT^ temperature of measurement instancy by

fetDMfe^Tfi^teiotf Z>t$<D& putting this base plate on the skin at a jaw

^^(D^J^^^iCDMcM^^^^i lower-order or a under arm.

TF't&'f pJi^Stl^^fff±&/5>o And there was no irreversible thermometer

tCo which displays the maximum temperature of the

skin epidermis of each location of the body in

measuring time with the fixed past.

[0 0 0 3] [0003]

^Jfe^TKiSft^^^ ^1 However, since irreversible thermometers, such

Mffifc^iiif&^tDWT&Xfe as a mercury meter of the past, sandwich and

MT^££^TM£ffli~>5fc£>, M use it for a patient's jaw lower-order or under

^r^ig^LT^ffi^S ^ £ jOSfS arm, they are difficult to use it continuously for a

MXhV, &13Uf-m*T&fitl, longtime.

TS^tCTKiSf+^tt^^*— Sfe For example, it is difficult to let a patient clamp a

<Df%<DlkM\&&fcWi1£ir <5 - i: mercury meter continuously all night long, and

ti|iLV\ ^TtTKiSff^^rfflV^ to measure the maximum temperature during a

Xfc&WtL<DBU*m8LlS&s m night.

xKi^^J^OS^^ffi^^SrSy Moreover, it cannot measure the skin epidermis

aeT^-S ^ t f4~C#&l\ —Jj^ temperature of a body each location, for

t£5f5<£>iy^gPR#<£>$:/#^>£SJt example, the surface temperature of palm or

£r^^i~5 pHi£&t)^mStT*f4^ sole of the foot, using a mercury meter etc.

fetDMfe^fFfitp^totf On the other hand, in order to know the

&£&&fcfc{Zfe^-{\L$lfF$felz. maximum temperature in fixed measuring time

fi^PJ^Lfa^^S^^^fo 9 in the reversible thermometer which displays

Mfe^Olk&ti^^fr-otCo the skin epidermis temperature of the

measurement instancy of the past, for every unit

4/17/2006 6/28 Copyright (C) 2006 The Thomson Corporation.
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...;V ,

time, it needed to carry out the duplication

measurement, and needed to record, and a

measurement person's burden was large.

[0 0 04] [0004]

±M<DF$M/&fc§tfy This invention was made in view of the

Xfc£intc >

k<DX*fo }9 s ^(OB above-mentioned problem.

t ^ 6fi> Affc^pfl<£> The objective is a thermometer which measures

^iS^J^^mSSrSy^^S^Sft the skin epidermis temperature of each part of a

t^ot, S'J^B^^Nc&tt 5 human body, comprised such that it is providing

M^U&RZ$MfeW&f<DU&(D the thermometer which can display both the

rCfr^^^^S ^ t <DX*% 5ffc maximum temperature in measuring time, and

^f+^fili&l"^ ^ t (cfcSo the temperature of measurement instancy.

[0 0 0 5] [0005]

i&M®:1-Z>tctb<D^m [MEANS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM]

±f£t£JI£^&i~5fc&>^ ift In order to solve the above-mentioned problem,

^^^rPfl^ L^V^^(7)^B± it equips with the quick thermometry part and

^f£&^pJ\l(Z%\)^!iLf£$\ the maximum-temperature measurement part at

t ^i^SSSJ^^ t &ifm?L a different place, respectively on the surface of

Tjo^. mt^^^i)l:t<DMM(0 the base material which does not obstruct a

^WJI^ LTSO^I-^Sfl heat conduction, it enabled it to stick said base

&frifc^ t material on the part which should be measured

^"^S^fiSt^ri'J^b/Co S through the adhesion material layer of the

tc, m^ 1 l2«c©^aff(Cjo back-side.

^t, fiffSgp0^ffi.^Sy^^^ "pf It created the thermometer characterized by the

i£H4li~— ^pv;^ above-mentioned.

& 9 x fufBfti^fiSSy^^^^ Moreover, in the thermometer of Claim 1, said

pli^ttf-^-^-^ n 5: y?~>$P(fr quick thermometry part is made up of reversible

£>&*9, ^tl^b vJ&'&RXF^fvJ thermochromic material, said

iSittU-— p 5 y ^#Wf4Sy maximum-temperature measurement part is

^^M^a^tGtSrt^SS^fb made up of an irreversible thermochromic

izM L"C^-fe*t"S £ material, it color-changes these invertibility and

i^SfrSft^riOf^LTto £*bfc an irreversible thermochromic material to the

^fc, ^F^KcilX^^ti temperature change in the temperature range of
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a measurement request.

It created the thermometer characterized by the

above-mentioned.

Furthermore, it has the base material which

does not also obstruct the heat conduction

accommodated in the exterior case, the quick

thermometry part provided in the surface of this

base material, and the maximum-temperature

measurement part which is made up of a shape

memory alloy accommodated in said exterior

case, it enabled it to stick said base material or

an exterior case on the part which should be

measured through the adhesion material layer

of the back-side.

It created the thermometer characterized by the

above-mentioned.

[0 0 0 6] [0006]

sfffEfiP^fi^ffiy^SB^ fi^flSSO Said quick thermometry part is a measurement

fetiptDlIiLlM^ik^ vjM&HC^ik part which varies to the temperature change in

i"Sai3£SP"t?fc!9. MMU&Wi thermometry reversibly.

7£%$t tefflSSO^^ {c;fctt A maximum-temperature measurement part is a

St$£{klz.%$LX7f: »Ij&i$}iz$£ik measurement part which varies irreversibly to

bTS«ffiSSr^^"f"5Sy^pR the temperature change in thermometry, and

Xfo <5 0 displays the maximum temperature.

[0 0 0 7] [0007]

iufflpTi^tti^^-^^ p 5 vVVi Said reversible thermochromic material is a

fiS.^I^{b^#oTpIi^^) material which color-changes reversibly in

fclcfrf" i'&fa'^SnJE^TC connection with a temperature change, namely,

M t> if <5 t Hl'fe'^S^t^f Xfo it will recolor if temperature returns to origin.

So T^fej £fi4&fe/{p Here, "a color-change" means the color

b&A^<D$&&, -feA/^^feB development from the achromatism to a color A,

^(D^ibRXf&AfrbM&^V) the change from the color A to a color B and a

jzcDffitkfc^tfMXfo&o #y£- loss of the color from a color A to the

t£Mtii&<D nTigftjif— p ? achromatism.
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y^umatAg 2 ng i 4 , c
u 2Hg UXfiHg I 2 t£¥<D

* t°P t'7

[0 0 0 8]

L-m0>Rtf, n i co 3

iCd Stom^W). COS i

F 6 XfiC d CO3 =

&&m%-fZ>k<Dk UC o C

1 2 • 2 (CH 2 ) 6 N4 • 1 0

H 2 OXIiN i B r 2 • 2 (CH

2 ) 6 N 4 1 0H 2 oteif&h

For example, there are metallic complexs, such

as Ag2 Hgl 4 .C^HgU or Hgb , in the reversible

thermochromic material of inorganic type.

There are lactone ring compounds, such as

liquid crystals, such as substitution ethylene

derivative, such as fused-aromatic-ring

compounds, such as spiropyrans, and Antron,

and a cholesteric liquid crystal, and

crystal-violet lactone (it describes it as CVL

hereafter), etc. in the reversible thermochromic

material of an organic type.

[0008]

Said irreversible thermochromic material is a

material which varies irreversibly in connection

with a temperature change, namely, it does not

recolor even if temperature returns to origin.

This "a color-change" means the color

development from the achromatism to a color A,

the change from the color A to a color B and a

loss of the color from a color A to the

achromatism.

As this irreversible thermochromic material,

there is the salt or the organic-complex body of

the blend of NiCC>3 and CdS, COSiF6 ,
CdC03

or cobalt, chrome, nickel, magnesium, iron,

vanadium, and copper.

For example, there are the metallic salt and

particle distribution (example: the iron salt or

vanadium salt, and gallic-acid ester) which carry

out chelate formation reaction.

Or there is CoCI2 *2(CH2 )6 N4*10H2 0 or NiBr2

*2(CH2)6N4 *10H2O to utilize the color-change

by dehydration reaction.

There are many nickel, complex salts of cobalt,

and double salts.
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9. — s^/K ^/</V h<7)$g^u And the other dispersion (example: CVL and

W£&fi&^\ -?:LtfM©t) bisphenol A) of the leuco stain and a phenol

<Db LtitP-Y ^Pk$rRX$7 type compound is one of things of an organic

x j -/U&lk&tyXDftmfc type.

(#J : CV L t if^ 7 / —A* It mixes a tetranitromethane and trinitro

A) t>fo*0 * CVL^*7-7 mesitylene as what mixed the organic acid as a

*— t LT^^il£[S{£gl solid acid by making CVL into a color former, or

t LXfix-n Ltc^oi^WL^^^ an electron acceptor, and mixes triphenylamine

t$t LTf h h p ^ ^ >\ and tetrakis (dimethylamino) ethylene as an

h y - h p / ix>\ H^f-flt electron donor, there are some in which the

-^fatLX^ charge transfer complex is formed by

>\ fh7^r^ ( ^/WT 5 molten_state.

[0 0 0 9] [0009]

dtL^^if^-^^ p 5; y $l$Pe By changing the kind and quantity of a blend

filB^n^WS^St^SSr^k^ material, such thermochromic material can

i£<5 ^1 i: t^i *9 x @^Ji^S?m obtain the material from which a color varies at

(^fe* £l<£>?M the target temperature (a loss or color-change

£:Xltl£&) 1~5#£f£rt#6^ of a color development and a color).

t <5 0 ^^^^joV^Tfi It chooses the material which it color-changes in

BUBE^^ttiJ"*—^^ p ^ y$VS the temperature change in the temperature

P^XP^W&fy—^V p range of said measurement request from the

^#^©rtd^pjp5S!l^#MW inside of said reversible thermochromic material

]lk&W^fo<n^&^it\Z.X^& and an irreversible thermochromic material in

(56fe^ ^-feXfife©?!^) 1" this invention (loss of a color development, a

5#^f ^riliR U N ^ffi^So w color-change, or a color), it uses it.

C0?aStGlffl}4—Jtx^fi, ii^cD Generally, this temperature range is 24 degree

Affc^J£Jff^&?mi£~efc52 C-45 degree C, which is the skin epidermis

4°C~4 5X:Xfe^<DF$iZ.1z$. temperature of the usual human body, or the

tl%> £ biC^^^^Mt £tl still narrower temperature range in the range.

<5/5^ SO^i^JlCfSl^iSfiiS^ However, according to the measurement

ffi ~*itiXfo&o objective, specification is possible suitably.
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[0 0 10] [0010]

*Ltftfflt5f-*^P^ And in temperature-range 34 degree C-45

LTt±M£tffflJ£*a degree C of for example, a measurement

©fiSffiH#5 3 4
<C-^4 S'Ctf) request, as a thermochromic material to be

3 4°C— 4 S'COfiS^ used, the color-change accompanying the

ikli^ffi 5 ^&fc^&MWiX*foZ) temperature change of 34 degree C-45 degree

Um:—HSi^ffl LX J:V\ C may use one kind of in multicolor continuous

material.

&^&^WM<D$iPc%:&%\ LT Or it is sufficient to use the multiple types of

fccfc < % #J;i{£ 3 4
<C{CT^fe material which it each color-changes in

i"6M^A, 3 5^(CTl£l^i~ connection with a unit temperature change, for

SW^B-^Stlct^fetS example, it is sufficient to use 12 kinds of

W^L©A~L(7>1 2WM<OW material of A-L of the material L which it

sfsf^rffiV^T^ J:V\ color-changes at B...45 degrees C of material

which it color-changes at the material A which it

color-changes at 34 degrees C, and 35 degrees

C.

[0011] [0011]

^ LX pTi^tti?"— p 5 y ? And as a reversible thermochromic material, it

Uf^t LXH—MM<DU^^:^ uses one kind of material, on the other hand, as

— ;£\ ^Fpli^tti^^^ an irreversible thermochromic material, it is

^p; y?1$P(h LXli^MM sufficient to use multiple types of material, or

©WftSHEJSLTfcJX* Xfi this contrary is sufficient.

:oi2t*feott J:v> 0

[0 0 12] [0012]

Suffi^^tt^I^^pTi^ttf'^-^ The part which has said invertibility and an

^p; y # ^m^^'t 3gfc£fcfc irreversible thermochromic material is provided

Mf23M#±^&^Tfi&3^ t in like and somewhere else which does not

<7>&V^ %l<DW>PJilzW1r hti overlap on said base material.

So ^SSrot^^P^y^ When using multiple types of thermochromic

V NSi^kl^f-^I material, multiple types of thermochromic

M<£>*#~—^ ^ p 5 s> ^ W^Bi material is similarly provided in somewhere else

JI&S w ir (Dftl^H^ S# on the shape which each does not overlap, and

±<Dftl<Dl&Wi\£WLfthtiZ>o -t a base material.
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LX^U-ti^ "Ti^ttXfi^F *Tii£ And as a processing method which provides the

ttf-^^p; yfffifl&^-t part which has invertibility or an irreversible

^Wti^Wttf ^MJL'jofeh LX thermochromic material on a base material,

HgfcftKD^l* (D^j^^W^^ir^) known various methods are employable.

^ t &Xi* <5 0 ^flX-liU—^^ For example, it applies thermochromic material

p 5 ^^It^^-tWSSSMi: on a base material as it is, or maintains

iz^^^&frXliMft^-ffiJ&tD thermochromic material in the matrix of a

vMj y# xtpltZ*}-—^2 p 5 polymeric material.

y ^W^^r^^^-fr^ ^ti^rS It provides this on a base material, or uses a

#±{ciSitS^^fiM^t° t suitable vehicle, it ink-izes thermochromic

^/V^r^ffib, U*—^r^u^y material, and print on a base material, or

Vtyf^'i ^^ftLTStflC microcapsule thermochromic material, and it

EFMfiiJ-^S/K Xfii^^-^^P? makes it disperse in a suitable binder, it

v9 J

$Pt'fc-?4 9 p^7p
-tr/Hk ink-izes, and there is the method of printing on a

LTBSfc'V ^WHft base material.

c?-fr^f y^citLX^^±.ic^Bl Various methods, such as a screen printing,

i~<5^r(T^&^foSo ^<£>fP$'J gravure, a flexographic printing, or an offset

jjfetLXh^^V— ^fPJB'h printing, can take also as this printing method.

7=7\?rmi y i/* ymux

[0 0 13] [0013]

Sfc, mtiMcM^&Mfe^ h L Moreover, in the temperature region below a

T^JF^fSH^n^i filx^fiS fixed temperature, the shape memory alloy as

WT^IL^iS^~Cfi§ S fcMtt said maximum-temperature measurement part

iO^S ^. ^ pJf£~C\ SOaEiS. can be deformed freely, and when a

It: ill Lfc £ # (C^ Measurement temperature reaches a fixed

fef£lS^tifcMtt^^ifjCO^^ temperature, it is alloy decompressed by the

\z.'&%^tiZ)i$&Xfc> , ^<D shape before the plastic deformation stored

iXm&}te^(Dt LTTiNi^ beforehand.

4t^C u-Zn-Al 'n'&fcfo A titanium nickel alloy and Cu-Zn-AI alloy are

<5 o one of the typical thing.

[0014] [0014]
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[ifm [OPERATION]

SfflEWfi5c(7)^afKCcfc5t> 2£ According to the thermometer of said

WO^ffi^rl^SfCcfc f9S0^"t" composition, by leaving a fixed time, sticking

'^AftwSJSifclAttLT— the back-side of a base material on the

^B3ffUg< - t {c <fc «9 . epidermis of the human body which should be

@±©gp^p?a^SU^§(5{i— measured by the adhesion layer, the quick

F^SiS^x aij£BP^P©^Jfeiafi thermometry part on the base-material surface

f£#J&i~5?ILK£ri£*F — displays the temperature corresponding to

^#^®±(7)^/£5^Ef(ciS:^ quick epidermis temperature at the

btitcMM^&MfeffifeMfeBZ measurement after a fixed-time passage.

Rfl^lciott ZWcM^fiiilnMlZ-M The maximum-temperature measurement part

^ir^MfiiiSM^^^^^o provided in a different place on the

base-material surface on the other hand

displays the maximum temperature

corresponding to the highest epidermis

temperature in measuring time.

[0 0 15] [0015]

&tiis BP^SLSS'J^SR/i* *Ti2itt Moreover, a quick thermometry part comprises

^-—^r^ p 5; y VJtfPt £r^f~t~<5 part which has reversible thermochromic

McWULBlM material, when the maximum-temperature

Si^B/O^ *Ti2H4f~—* measurement part comprises part which has an

Pffimt^'tZ) p$ftt*b$$f$,& irreversible thermochromic material, it sticks the

tlX V ^ 5 # (4^ i&tt<£>ItSo & back-side of a base material on the epidermis of

S^Nl {£ «£ 9 Sy^M^c? Af$W the human body which should be measured by

^Jf£±{£l£fl"LT—^NfF^SK the adhesion layer, and puts it fixed time, the

^£{Cj;i9> oji^tti^^^^ n part which has reversible thermochromic

5 v VffiPt&^iT £ii material is change (color development) of the

H^fWIlili^L aiSBPB*0>SEJftffi color corresponding to the epidermis

Sf-^J£1~5fe<£>^{t; (3Sfe % temperature of after fixed-time passage and

fe©?B5fcXf±3Efe) — measurement instancy.

pjigrftf-— P^y^W Producing a loss or color-change of a color, the

Pcfc^^^Wtife—A^fMI^^ part which has an irreversible thermochromic

^i^^J^?a^^^tJ^i~ ;5'&W^ material on the other hand produces change (a

it (356* ^<7)r8^3U±l£fe) loss or color-change of a color development

£r£T <5 0 and a color) of the color corresponding to the
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highest epidermis temperature in fixed time.

[0016] [0016]

Moreover, when the maximum-temperature

measurement part comprises shape memory

alloies, the shape memory alloy by which the

fixed shape deformed at the time of a

measurement resets to the stored shape before

plastic deformation, when the highest epidermis

temperature exceeds a setting value after

passage of fixed time from a measurement

start, it maintains the shape, even if the highest

epidermis temperature falls after that.

[0 0 17] [0017]

[EXAMPLES]

mmm 1

1

m^wn<D%mm i i a
[EXAMPLE 1]

Next, based on FIG.1 and FIG.2, it

demonstrates Example 1 of this invention.

The thermometer of this example has the

reversible thermochromic material layer 2 in

one classification of the half-elliptical 2

classification provided on the elliptical

base-material 1 surface, and has the

irreversible thermochromic material layer 3

respectively in other classification.

On the other hand, the adhesion material layer

4 is provided in the back-side of a base material

1, on this adhesion material layer 4, the

rectangular protective film 5 which has a bigger

area than a base material 1 is stuck.

[0 0 18] [0018]

wifZ*J$ite.AXf^%i&-9—* Said invertibility and the irreversible
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^ p 5 ytUPrM 2RU3 fi/K thermochromic material layers 2 and 3

D/ptVy?^ ^Af<Z)S# microcapsulate and ink-ize each material on the

1 ±.\z.&* (DffiPt&'^'i 2 p# base material 1 made from a polypropylene

T^/WbLT-f ^^{fc ^lO film, it is provided by printing this ink on a base

^y^r^itl±(cfp«ijf5r material 1.

[0 0 19] [0019]

Sijffi^i^tt^t^^pT^tti^^-^ As said invertibility and irreversible

^ p ^ y $1$PrM t L thermochromic material layers 2 and 3, it used

Tfi3 5°CJ^±4 5X:£kT<Di& respectively reversible and the material which

£t:®IS(CT4r^ vJ&tfjR&sf &T has the characteristic to vary to many colors

continuously irreversibly in the temperature

Lfco range of 35 to 45 degree C.

[0 0 2 0] [0020]

^fcfijffitt^^ji 4 L,fc Moreover, the adhesive used for said adhesion

3&Mif£iJHfc hj£jfHc£f LTii? 2: material layer 4 does not do damage to the

4- "fx /6*ofc hj£j(nc|£^pT human skin, and can desorb it on the human

mteh^Xh*) , Mtfomcnx skin.

fjv— H (^Jl|{t It used a natural rubber, Ester- H (product made

^ ($0 SSD, ^^T^h^B — 1 from Arakawa Chemical), Queen tonne B-170

7 0 ($0 & (product made from Nippon Zeon), and the

t** 9Vy?XBHT blend of Swalix BHT (made by Seiko Chemical)

¥ (#0 SI) <z>iS£^£M£fflL specifically.

fc D ^tUiB^fbill ($0 IStB This is an adhesive currently used as a base

C0fgpp£i5 y p—/l^— ~f(D material of the brand-name Millisrol tape of

UTi^ffi £tiTV^f£3f Nippon Kayaku Co., Ltd. merchandising.

MXfo%> 0 IZtcj&Wi? 4 A* J* 5 Moreover, the material which can be desorbed

t LXffl&jitffiM 4 }d^t LTIft to the adhesion material layer 4 as a protective

^*\1fef£PiW<Dh<Djfi&5% £ film 5 is used, it used the polyethylene

tis MrfcWHciitfV^Wr terephthalate specifically.

[0 0 2 1] [0021]

^JO^ath^r>Kffi"f When using the thermometer of this example, it
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itfaWty 4'^& 5 SrJte^tftif 4 peels a protective film 5 from the adhesion

/O^fiJ^ ^0^6^f$tS 4 £ material layer 4, it sticks the thermometer of this

Mfe^#L<D&%<DfeJ%±{£^<r example by pasting up this adhesion material

«9^J(7)Mtf layer 4 on the skin of the patient of a

£fl£tt1-5 0 tlt-^Ii measurement part.

^iSfrtt&IPF *Ti3?
J

l!£iJ"— And by observing the color which invertibility

^rt? p 5 y 2 &t/3 1$ and the irreversible thermochromic material

Je-tj^ LTV^-fe^rft^-^S ^ £ layers 2 and 3 have presented after a fixed-time

(Cct 9, #*SIJEfiPB#0XftJt£ sticking, it can know the skin epidermis

iSiBJtRtf—^^J^WftfiJ^ temperature of measurement instancy, and the

Jft^J!£S.S£r£n5 ^ £ 1$X% highest skin epidermis temperature in fixed time

5 Q ^(7)03\ ^^^tL^feirfi respectively.

^<£>*fj££:^1~ @® 9 SMEEi" It uses the graduation with which it, at this point,

S/^. ^^(D^Sft^joV^T oj expresses the response of the color and

W&JkVP?> pji^tti^—^2 p 5 temperature which are shown.

y 2 ffiPtM 21kX$3ti*WLftbfi However, with the thermometer of this example,

TV^^^f]^^(Z)S# 1 ±^ml on base materials 1 other than the place in

fB^lB^fei SU££ <Dttfb&& which invertibility and the irreversible

& L"Cjo< £ «£ 9 thermochromic material layers 2 and 3 are

{g^ijT^foSo provided, it is more convenient if you print the

graduation showing a response with the

above-mentioned presentation color and

temperature.

[0 0 2 2] [0022]

t£o X#$l<Di£Vi&MHz. J: 6 t SO Therefore, according to the thermometer of this

^Wfl^W0#©#lfltffc©i£JSf example, it can know the maximum temperature

M^U^(DMM^^RXfWl^W of the skin epidermis temperature of each

Nh^S^JSflUS d t &X% location of the patient in a measurement period,

5 0 -t LTJKfcT^fo- <£>T<£>S|5 and the epidermis temperature of measurement

(u(:ffl(7)ffift^W#t5: instancy.

kfc&V, MfeM$$*<D!&%<D And by sticking the thermometer of this

MMi$ilELRt£WlfeWil^(Dt$^& example on the part under a under arm or a jaw,

<5 0 ^MMWffcffl it can know the highest body temperature of the

tiliMfe^T$fc&^f*\Xfo.<>X patient in a measurement period, and the body

tSy^^^^S^^fe&rS&V^ temperature of measurement instancy.
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^ kffit£\tWV* *£MJbE; Since a patient does not have forced a burden

&W$^<Oi£WLffi%&-fkV$fS\<D for a measurement even if measuring time is a

ftfi©S:K^i^S^cS#'^©3i long time, the thermometer of this example has

JlfcOl^ij'CfoSo -t Lt^J© a body-temperature monitor in a night sleeping

^?mlt(cioV^TfH^#g 4 £ period, and the monitor of prolonged body

^*LTV^C0T% ^tL^rffl^T temperature convenient for application to a

^Bt-S#Oj£jf±{Cl£ttT*# required patient.

^^ffi^J'CfcSo &fe#£*#JI And in the thermometer of this example, it has

4 &^Lft^fct§Lfft<DW&lz.& the adhesion material layer 4, depend.

1 <£>JtS(c t h^J^/ffdii It can stick on a patient's skin easily using this,

?:4x.4^IAf^?:MLtI and is very convenient.

#©SJS±{C|fi#i"ixfi<tV\ In addition, in the case of the thermometer

which does not have the adhesion material

layer 4, it applies to the human skin the

adhesive which does not do damage at the

back-side of a base material 1, and it should

just stick it on a patient's skin.

[0 0 2 3] [0023]

2 Example 2

fr\Z-*ftW<D'Mffifl\ 2 £ El 3 M Next, based on FIG. 3, it demonstrates Example

m^mX-rZo *m<Dfcmt 2 of this invention.

1 ©ffcffijt t fi, nliSi The thermometer of this example differs only in

tt&tPF FTiSHltlJ"— p ^ y the composition of invertibility and the

PPsPcWi 2&IF3 (Dffitf&tDfyft irreversible thermochromic material layers 2

So ^ O^Ii£tt,&tPF "T® and 3 from the thermometer of Example 1.

ttif— p ^ y#%$PcM 2R This invertibility and the irreversible

tf3fil 2l@{cE#$*U thermochromic material layers 2 and 3 are

3 4 4 5 £"Ctf>3ij|ft"^<5|& sectioned into 12 pieces, one figure which

lf@-fo^|2^{C|Bgt£tl continues from 34 to 45 respectively is

TV^ 0 :©1 2l@©4rlX#{£ described at a time by each classification.

l±^^tti©M^5f p The thermochromic material from which a kind

5 y ^W^i s fPJSiJ^tb % differs respectively is printed by each of this 12

{cPp^iJ^tl/TV^Si^— ^E*^ p 5 classification, let thermochromic material

y#ffi$[lt^<DfeftlZfdML&fo currently printed by each classification be the

tt^filtffe (M&ikXIZ material which it color-changes at the
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-f %>VsPcb $;ft/CV5o temperature described by the classification

(achromatization or color development).

[0 0 2 4] [0024]

irtet>h, ^J^pli^tti^—=t That is, the material currently used for the

$ p ^ y $ ItfPcM 2 £ tl reversible thermochromic material layer 2 of this

TV^S^tJfsBi/^ u y Y-i example is a brand-name "Metamocolor" made

(#0 %(DffiM%> \*9*:% y from Pilot Ink.

— Xfo%> o Z.(D^ P^jjy— fe This Metamocolor is a material which the color

—^fi^&llttM LTV^fc which was carrying out the coloring above the

-fe^^f < /£S#\Xfi1^#^:^i~ constant temperature becomes thin, or a color

6*m-Cfe6o *m<D^ loses.

^iSfttiJ*^^^ n 5 y ^^P(M On the other hand, the material currently used

3 M^^j £ tLTV^W^ffi— for the irreversible thermochromic material layer

^J^±lCT^fet5TOtfc 3 of this example is a material which it develops

<5 D colors above a constant temperature.

[0 0 2 5] [0025]

^oT^lJ^^^ftSr^J^L^mj Therefore, from 9:00 p.m. the previous day, on

0 (D^F^k 9 bB^C<Df&TX a patient's under arm or the skin under a jaw, it

liWi<DT<DfeM±lc%k^Ujllj 4 uses the adhesion material layer 4 and applies

Sr^Jv^T—S&JI^U SU^B the thermometer of this example overnight,

^^Pitu 9 B^cH,!^ Ltc^ HI 3 when it observes at 9:00 a.m. of measurement

iZT^^^m^M^—^9 that day, all the colors to the classification "36"

p 5: y9~$PcM 2 X\i r 3 4 J is indicated to be from the classification which is

/^faft^tiTV^ Wdfrh r 3 shown in FIG. 3, and for which "34" is described

6 J ^f2<Sc£tLTV^|K5^"C in the reversible thermochromic material layer 2

O^t^fe^i^l, ^^1^14 like lose, in the irreversible thermochromic

•^r~^c9 p 5 y PPtPtWi 3 X1& material layer 3, when all the classification from

T 3 4 j frb r 4 0 J izX<Dik "34" to "40" is developing colors, the maximum

LTV^cf^, temperature of the patient of this measurement

^(DMaEMT*], 0 <D period, i.e., from 9:00 a.m. on the previous day

^Fiu 9 Nft$> h ^ 0 9 X to 9:00 a.m. on the day, is 40 degrees C.

(D?$(Df&%<DM:^I!Lf£fe4 0V And it is understood clearly that the body

~Cfo*9, ^o^FiiJ 9 $$(Di$Uii temperature at 9:00 a.m. is 36 degrees C.

3 6VXh&^ kfc— Since according to the thermometer of this
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MM ^ o WffctSfHc «£ example require separately the scale showing a

6 t Htf $ i: £ response with the color and temperature which

^^^•fg^^r^J^^^L^V^ are shown and there is nothing, it is more

<DX*£ <9l^i|"C'£>-5 0 convenient.

[0 0 2 6]

2 &t>* 3 11

f>^TV>S«@f£t^B]JB!lL-C

[0026]

In addition, in the thermometer of Example 2, it

changes thermochromic material, and makes

the temperature province part intervals into

intervals 0.5 degree, or uses the scale of a color

together, it is sufficient to enable it to measure

still more detailed temperature from the

thickness of the color (or color which is in a

remaining without losing) by which a coloring is

carried out, and the hue.

In the case of the latter, it is more convenient if

you print the scale of a color in addition to the

place provided in the invertibility on a base

material 1, and the irreversible thermochromic

material layers 2 and 3.

[0 0 2 7]

tf0 5ic£<5£ifc§u-r5 o *m

m&vwftfr

h

&

s

mu i & r

[0027]

Example 3

Next, based on FIG.4 and FIG.5, it

demonstrates Example 3 of this invention.

The base material 1 which is made up of

material similar to Example 1 in the

thermometer of this example is formed

circularly, while this base material 1 is

accommodated in the exterior case 6 of the

almost dish type which is made up of a

transparent plastic and is fixed to a base (bond),

it is covered with the transparent lid 7 made

from a plastic.

In addition, as shown in FIG. 5, the base of the

exterior case 6 leaves a periphery, and is
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XV^o -£>*£*$-Jf 4 t L-X

nmmm 1 tmmwm

6 KM LT ©il) oTI^c

Mfl?»6 a t^fi7 a t^Pj/jT

5^ft±#>^J£^£ft, flf*

gouged by the circle shape, the adhesion

material layer 4 is provided in the back-side of

the base material 1 corresponding to this

digging-out hole.

The adhesive similar as this adhesion material

layer 4 as the case of Example 1 is used.

In addition, lid 7 is fitted so that it can rotate to

the exterior case 6, dislocate-stopping means

comprising Slot 6a and Projection 7a is

provided to the peripheral surface of the fitting

surface and it is composed not to dislocate

easily.

[0 0 2 8]

i (ommt—o<Dm^^

ft, to^«(cteftif?iMi|ij

&8aseR3ft-c^5.

Slfl 2 f± 6 $ ft,

r 3 5 j d»?> U OJ

^(ctsit^ftrv^o tttl

y *TOfi*© E^{dfE«c $ ft

[0028]

The surface of a base material 1 is sectioned

into two region, the reversible thermochromic

material layer 2 as a quick thermometry part is

provided in one region, the rod-like shape

memory alloy 8 as a maximum-temperature

measurement part is arranged by the region of

another side.

The reversible thermochromic material layer 2

is sectioned into six classification in this

Example, one figure which continues from "35"

to "40" respectively is described at a time by

each classification.

And the thermochromic material from which a

kind differs respectively is printed by each

classification like the case of Example 2, let

thermochromic material currently printed by

each classification be the material which it

color-changes at the temperature described by

the classification (achromatization or

color-change).

[0 0 2 9] [0029]
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5ftiJ©&H" 1 HSfi * fcfc 2 o

©J: 5 ^eW^^v^^f^^

ftTV^ 0 Oftjwjffi.

say ^suiffl E^^iffiic

A 9 Sr^ LT©Jg3R|E«^ 8

LXBmm&£ 8 nmfe^

5o

Moreover, the base-material 1 near surface

where a shape memory alloy 8 is arranged is

further sectioned into two region, in one region,

the character of "having no heat generation" is

respectively printed by the region of "those with

heat generation", and another side.

While a shape memory alloy 8, an end of which

is attached to a part of side-wall inner surface of

the exterior case 6 near the boundary line of

said region, is extended in the shape of

approximately horizontal to the case center

side, the other end becomes a free end.

In addition, the attachment end part of a shape

memory alloy 8 adheres through support 9

which is made up of material with high thermal

conductivities, such as copper and aluminum, in

order to raise the heat-transmission effect to the

shape memory alloy 8 in measuring time.

Moreover, the heat-leading layer 11 which is

made up of material with high thermal

conductivities, such as copper and aluminum,

similarly between the adhesion material layers 4

is provided in the back-side of the

maximum-temperature measurement part side

classification of a base material 1, it has

heightened the heat-transmission effect to the

shape memory alloy 8 which interposes support

9 which it contacts to this.

And a shape memory alloy 8 is set up so that it

may decompress to a fixed temperature, for

example, the shape beforehand stored above

38 degrees C, that is, may return to the region

"with heat generation" shown in FIG. 4 as a

continuous line, deforming freely is possible at

below a fixed temperature.
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[0 0 3 0] [0030]

£fcll7 <7)^#i5(C}iff^fElft Moreover, it provides a projection 10 in the

8 £ r^fcft Uj <D^i&{c shape of a hook or a rod for setting the shape

•fey x^f yVi~&tctf)(D*7 y {7 memory alloy 8 in the region of "having no heat

$kXltW s$;<D^>& 1 0 /^fxtfT generation" on the ceiling surface of lid 7.

h ^ H 7 %:
/A'$k /T—7- 6 It enables it to have transferred to the region of

LTIH^P ^P|1^"[p]^[h]^^ £ "having no heat generation" which pressurizes

J: «9 1 0 J: 19 Jf^f2 a shape memory alloy 8 from lateral direction by

t&-a&8 Sr^l^fRj^biPffi LT this projection 10, and it lets deform, and is

3H&^7££ -frill 4 (C^S^T^ shown in FIG. 4 by a virtual line by turning lid 7

ir f%$kt£ Li (D^i&iZ&WiX to an illustration P arrowhead direction to the

# <5 kylCLXfo&o exterior case 6.

[0 0 3 1] [0031]

lot, OHJS^J 3 (DfltfOLfjr Therefore, when using the thermometer of this

Sr^I^^S t % fiH 7 4:0 LX Example 3, after turning lid 7 and bending a

2c£2 1 0 (c J: 9 ^HftlElt 8 shape memory alloy 8 to the region of "having

£ r^f&#Lj ©IS^^r 9 ft no heat generation" by projection 10, it

IfXfrb* 2c&I l 0 ^7c(D{\lM reconstructs projection 10 to the original

tlto *©3RJ|-C«ai7>f/i/ position.

5 4r^^#ji 4 >5>£>iijj5$ L, It peels a protective film 5 from the adhesion

^<D%b%Wf§4&mfe'f'<%fe material layer 4 in the state, it sticks a

Jf±Jc®§lfi"S^tfcJ:!9fra thermometer by attaching on the skin which

!H"£ftM\N~<5o -t LT— Sl:B#f!Sj should measure this adhesion material layer 4.

HiiHd pli^ttf"— p 5 y And it is discriminate whether body

WtPtM 2 <DWt5<0 0 h(D&(D temperature generated heat in measuring time

ffllk LfcE£f£:llf^~f~5 t (c more than the constant temperature (for

cfcfJBP^fraSr&Swtfl5 "? example, 38 degrees C) by whether it can know

# x £7iff^f2l#/D & 8 ^V>-f quick body temperature and the shape memory

tl^^^(C^?f^LTV^5^^C J: alloy 8 is deforming into which region by

oTS'J^^rfl't'fCjoV^T^S.^ observing the classification which the color of

— 3&iBJ£ (#RH:3 8°C) U± the classification of the reversible

bc^^Ltcfi^fr&Mftl't&Z- thermochromic material layer 2 lost after

b&X'tZo 4*5^3RM-&^ fixed-time passage.

8 f±l£tt# ^—* 6 F*3M In addition, since the shape memory alloy 8 is

flX£?£tLTV^5fc#\ ^(Of^^K accommodated in the exterior case 6 with a lid,
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*5tt5^ 7

the shape storage is achieved, it can carry out

the avoidance prevention of the measurement

mistake.

Therefore, it is desirable to attach the detent

means for maintaining lid 7 to an initial valve

position to the exterior case 6 from a similar

meaning, and to block unprepared rotation of lid

7 in measuring time.

[0 0 3 2]

mourn. wttKommcBLiK

^£mm L ft V P> f*V ^HE

£ ii L T ejR-T £ t

* fc^^fStS^^ 8 ©5t#*tt
«F^®(CPSb-f^^-^ 6

fc^g^r-^ 6(C*f LT^7 £

£&8£ rjgJRjfcUj

t^gl 0^^7(C*fLT^

[0032]

In addition, it changes into the composition

which equips the back-side of a base material 1

with the adhesion material layer 4 in the

thermometer of Example 3, it applies an

adhesive harmless to the skin to the back-side

of a base material 1 , and it is sufficient to make

it stick on a patient's skin at every use of a

thermometer.

Moreover, let the exterior case 6 be the system

which forms in the structure with a thin floor

plate from the material which does not obstruct

a heat conduction and in which body

temperature carries out a heat-transmission

through a floor plate, and the sticking on the

skin may be made to perform the back-side of

the floor plate of the exterior case 6 using a

double-sided adhesive tape or an adhesive.

Furthermore, while not only side-wall inner

surface but the center side of the exterior case

6 does not interfere and the attachment end of a

shape memory alloy 8 makes lid 7 as a fixing

structure to the exterior case 6, it can also also

comprise it so that the move operation of

projection 10 as an object for settings which

moves a shape memory alloy 8 to the region of

"having no heat generation" can be carried out
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to lid 7.

[0 0 3 3] [0033]

ft&W&fU&Mfe&k LTfiH In addition, if temperature display of not only the

J&Wc&l^Ttft^ Ltz pji^ttf- reversible thermochromic material layer 2 but

— p 5 y^ipiPtM 2 (cp$t> the mercury meter demonstrated in the

TtRISI+^T/^^—y^l+XfiM Example as a quick thermometry part, an

^^(0\^JSMt^1^ *J$if£h(DX* alcohol meter, or a liquid crystal can be

htiit^l^X^ & 0 performed, it can utilize.

SSU^pP^ LTte^pIi£ttf-~ Moreover, as a maximum-temperature

^^p;^^fii3&t>W measurement part, it can also utilize the

IBtS^a & 8 (7)(3c75^7K#I^;ftffiS irreversible thermochromic material layer 3, and

Sft^r^Jffl^S ^ t i>X% 3 0 a mercury type maximum thermometer besides

a shape memory alloy 8.

[0 0 3 4] [0034]

[3&W<D%}%:} [ADVANTAGE OF THE INVENTION]

SXAij&^tc J: o (c, jf3£$ft(Dfc As stated above, according to the thermometer

SjfHc J: S t , S#tf>^£lMlA<7) of this invention, it can perform a measurement

&Jf^>£?&S<0$lJ^~e# > S(| of the skin epidermis temperature a patient's

feW^(DMa^^&RX$MfeW each location, and can know the maximum

B#^?JlU§:£:£fl'5 t &X% S 0 temperature in a measurement period, and the

t£o TlSl^^cffiBi&ft £f <z).x temperature of measurement instancy.

? 7 4 —/<—^ —ilttd Therefore, spike fever of the pyelitis etc. is

ift^Sr^"j"S^^^S^^^:fti clinically convenient to use for the prolonged

F£\<Dl&fgMfefcfft\,^&<D{Z®.%\\ thermometry of the sick patient who presents

-CfoSo Sfc^ffijh^tf^^ the hyperthermia transient.

^r^^Sc7)35{i(Z)JSif^>£S. Moreover, it is suitable also for the diagnosis of

&&i&^t &5;^<£>#$rM t sick that the skin epidermis temperature of the

jIUTV^o part of the body terminal becomes low

temperature by a terminal blood-vessel

circulatory disorder etc.

[M<Dffii|i&M] [BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]
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1 1 [FIG 1]

%Mty\ 1 Oft:ffi.lt(7) IP®lll"Cfc It is the top view of the thermometer of Example

5 0 1.

[@2] [FIG 2]

Hll (DX-XffiWi&mX'hZo It is X-X sectional drawing of FIG 1.

im3] [FIG 3]

H#tS#| 2 <Dfc$iLt\-<D¥-s£WlX°h It is the top view of the thermometer of Example

<5o 2.

[@4] [FIG 4]

HJtS#iJ3 <£>Mf+£^£r-£)$rL It is the top view in which cutting a lid and

"C^i"IF®l2|T*fe5o showing the thermometer of Example 3.

IS 5] [FIG 5]

m 4 (DY- Y^WBHI-C'foSo It is Y-Y sectional drawing of FIG 4.

m^(Dmm] [DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS]

1 3£ PS 1... base material

2 ••- bTj2H£1J"— p 5 v 9Pi 2... reversible thermochromic material layer

PcM 3... irreversible thermochromic material layer

3 •••7f5j$tf£-y— n^y 9 4... the adhesion material layer

PiPcM 6... exterior case

6 - fl- B >T - * 7... lid

7 -ft

8 ••• f t 12 i p ^ 8... shape memory alloy

1 0 •••US 10... projection

[@2] [FIG 2]
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[1215] [FIG 5]
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[03] [FIG 3]
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[Hl4] [FIG. 4]

^Wftfc <9 : Development of fever

mmft L: No fever
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